The sun is hot

Is the sun hot?

It is hot

Is it hot?

The tree is green.

Is the tree green?

It is green.

Is it green?

The giraffe is tall.

Is the giraffe tall?
It is tall.

Is it tall?

He is smiling.

Is he smiling?

The baby is crying.

Is the baby crying?

He is crying.

Is he crying?

The telephone is ringing.

Is the telephone ringing?

It is ringing.

Is it ringing?
The pig is dirty.

Is the pig dirty?

It is dirty.

Is it dirty?

The kitten is playing.

Is the kitten playing?

It is playing.

Is it playing?

The children are eating pizza.

Are the children eating pizza?

They are eating pizza.

Are they eating pizza?
They are building a snowman.

Are they building a snowman?

The snake was sleeping.

Was the snake sleeping?

It is sleeping.

Is it sleeping?

The frog was jumping.

Was the frog jumping?

It is jumping.

Is it jumping?

They were walking.

Were they walking?